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MAPS

a different landscape

Steve M McCaffery
words climbing hills on top of lines becoming roads

where you are

becoming roads travelling into cities

The Land
scale that should not be here

a small town on a different

a road that is alone

where people live

the part of the page

which is white

letters

delta

along a road which is

white space acts as a sound

white space beneath is that are not defined

a night on which a lover

the green of another part words crossing streets to the edge of the city

a road that leads to others

a road that leads to others

a night which a lover

a night which is white

a night which is white

which is blue

the edge of the page where the city ends

the lake as the lake

the lake as the lake
page as a part of land

major trunk road through without
capitalisation

speech to be heard

just inside the boundaries

nouns that run known as human

logo

fractured coast in the middle
line like verbalisations of a lake

islands are not absent adjectives

verb

the limits of two senses

a potential route back through the spaces

a road becomes a coastline becomes an island on the other side

a river mouth the tip of land becoming lake

page as an element of ocean
the line of words which is not the length that it pretends to be

A from point A to point B B it is possible to travel for seven hours

the point where the road is swallowed by the page

roads become an extension of the hand

the crude boundaries from which I shoot my words

the road that divides my speech

letters that follow the limits of my hand

a road defined within the page

the city that binds my words

the verb which is a rivers sound

the river where it ends where two lines never meet

a page which is not a map

white space across prairie land